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THE PROSECUTOR'S ETHICAL DUTY TO END MASS INCARCERATION

I. INTRODUCTION
Of the many crises in our criminal justice system, none is more critical than the problem of mass incarceration. The
United States has the highest incarceration rate in the world, with over 2.2 million people in prison or jail and 4.7 million
on probation and parole. 1 Making up only five percent of the world's population, the United States incarcerates more
than twenty percent of the world's prisoners. 2
Over ten years ago, Justice Anthony Kennedy gave a major address at the American Bar Association (“ABA”) Annual
Meeting in which he decried the overuse of incarceration and the harsh penalties that result in extraordinarily lengthy
prison terms. According to Justice Kennedy, “[o]ur resources are misspent, our punishments too severe, our sentences
too long.” 3 He went on to say, “I can accept neither the necessity nor the wisdom of federal mandatory minimum
sentences. In too many cases, mandatory minimum sentences are unwise and unjust.” 4 Justice Kennedy urged the bar
to come up with solutions:
In seeking to improve our corrections system, the Bar can use the full diversity of its talents. Those of you
in civil practice who have expertise in coordinating groups, finding evidence, and influencing government
policies have great potential to help find more just solutions and more humane policies for those who are the
least *1064 deserving of our citizens, but citizens nonetheless. A decent and free society, founded in respect
for the individual, ought not to run a system with a sign at the entrance for inmates saying, “Abandon
Hope, All Ye Who Enter Here.” 5

More recently, former Attorney General Eric Holder made criminal justice reform one of his highest priorities. From
the beginning of his tenure as Attorney General in 2009, when he announced a review of the U.S. Department of Justice
(“Justice Department”) charging and sentencing policies, to his farewell speech before he stepped down in 2015, Holder
consistently spoke out against harsh sentencing policies resulting in the nation's extraordinarily high prison population
and unwarranted racial disparities. 6 Similar to Justice Kennedy, he addressed the ABA stating that “[t]oo many people
go to too many prisons for far too long and for no truly good law enforcement reason” 7 before going on to announce
sweeping reforms in the federal system. 8
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Perhaps, the strongest evidence that the prison population has reached a point of crisis is the recent effort of conservative
and liberal policymakers to pursue criminal justice reform. In an unusual showing of bipartisanship, republican and
democratic legislators have formed a coalition to pass legislation that would lessen penalties for some crimes, with the
goal of reducing the prison population. 9 Congressmen as far apart on most issues as Senator Patrick Leahy and Senator
Rand Paul have worked together to propose bipartisan legislation to reduce lengthy sentences for many federal crimes. 10
This Article argues that prosecutors have an ethical duty to take action that significantly reduces the incarceration rate
in the United States. 11 Reducing mass incarceration will require a multifaceted approach, but prosecutors are uniquely
situated to have the greatest and most immediate impact on this problem because of their vast discretion and power.
Part II examines the criminal justice policies, practices, and *1065 laws that produced the current crisis. 12 Part III
discusses the power and discretion of prosecutors and how their charging and plea bargaining practices have contributed
to the crisis of mass incarceration. 13 Part IV argues that prosecutors have an ethical duty to take action to significantly
reduce the incarceration rate. 14 Part V describes two projects that prosecutors should implement and support: diversion
programs for all nonviolent felonies and clemency programs for prisoners who no longer pose a danger to society. 15
II. THE CRISIS OF MASS INCARCERATION
With 2.2 million people in America's prisons and jails, the United States has the dubious distinction of having the highest
incarceration rate in the world, which is five to eight times greater than all other liberal democracies in the world. 16 The
number of federal prisoners alone has grown by eight hundred percent during the past three decades. 17 There are several
reasons for this drastic increase in the incarceration rate, including the war on drugs, the passage of harsh sentencing
guidelines, and numerous mandatory minimum sentencing laws at the federal and state level.
During the 1980s, the Reagan administration declared a war on drugs. 18 Nancy Reagan introduced her “Just Say No”
campaign, and the administration launched a law enforcement strategy that resulted in an exponential increase in federal
prisoners and unprecedented racial disparities in the prison population. 19 In 1982, Congress authorized twelve new
regional drug task forces that included over one thousand new FBI and DEA agents and federal prosecutors. 20 Federal
drug prosecutions increased by ninety-nine percent between 1982 and 1988. 21
Congress passed harsh sentencing laws that drastically increased the penalties for a number of drug offenses. These laws
included mandatory minimum terms with no possibility of release before the *1066 minimum term is completed. 22
Judges are required to sentence any person convicted of one of these crimes to at least the mandatory term, regardless
of the particular circumstances of the crime or the defendant's criminal history. 23 Consequently, first-time offenders
and individuals who played a minor role in the commission of the offense have been and continue to be sentenced to
long prison terms. 24
One factor that contributed to the passage of these laws was the emergence of crack cocaine. This inexpensive form
of cocaine was marketed widely in low-income, predominantly African American neighborhoods in the inner cities. 25
The media reported and perpetuated information about crack cocaine that ultimately was proven to be false. Crack
was perceived to be a much more dangerous drug than powder cocaine, leading to reports that the children of users of
crack--so-called “crack babies”--would develop severe mental and physical disabilities. 26 It was also reported that crack
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was more addictive than powder cocaine, and it caused its users to become violent. 27 All these myths were ultimately
proven to be false. 28
In 1986, well-known University of Maryland basketball star Len Bias died of a drug overdose. 29 In the midst of the
media frenzy over crack cocaine, it was falsely reported that Bias had died from a crack overdose. 30 Bias was one of the
biggest stars in college basketball. The Boston Celtics had drafted him shortly before he died. 31 Congress responded
to this high-profile death by quickly passing the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. 32 This law created five- and ten-year
mandatory minimum prison terms for first-time drug dealers. 33 The length of the mandatory minimum term would
depend on the type and quantity *1067 of the drug. 34 The law was passed swiftly, with no reports of its impact on
communities or the prison population. 35 Congress even bypassed the committee hearings that ordinarily accompany
the passage of legislation. 36
Most notably, there was no study or evaluation of the propriety of one of the most controversial components of the law-the one hundred to one disparity between the penalties for crack and powder cocaine offenses. 37 Congressmen made
conclusory statements about the dangerousness of crack cocaine to justify the penalty disparity. 38 Various congressmen
stated that crack led to the commission of more serious crimes, it was more addictive, and young people were more
prone to use it. 39 These and other conclusory statements were made without any supporting evidence to justify the stark
disparity. 40
Two years later, Congress passed the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of1988 that ratcheted up the penalties for drug offenses even
more. 41 Thislaw expanded the same mandatory minimum penalties to drug conspiracies and attempts. 42 It also made
crack cocaine the only drug with a mandatory minimum penalty for simple possession, even for first-time offenders. 43
These harsh mandatory minimum sentencing laws were passed around the same time period that Congress took on a
major overhaul of federal sentencing with the passage of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984. 44 This law created the U.S.
Sentencing Commission--an independent agency charged with creating sentencing guidelines to establish uniformity in
sentencing. 45 Members of both political parties complained that there was too much disparity in the sentences imposed
by federal judges. At the time, the general consensus was that guidelines that created a system of determinate sentencing
would resolve this *1068 problem. 46 Adopted in 1987, the guidelines were published in a complex 845-page manual,
which indicated a narrow range of months within which judges were required to sentence defendants based solely on the
offense and the defendant's criminal history. 47
The federal sentencing guidelines failed to achieve their stated goal. Not only did the disparities continue, but they
worsened. 48 The guidelines did not eliminate discretion; they simply transferred it from judges to prosecutors. Federal
judges complained that they were required to impose sentences that were unfair. 49 Most of the sentencing ranges were
exceptionally high, and there were very few offenses for which probation was permitted. 50 In addition, judges could no
longer take into account mitigating circumstances when sentencing an individual. Some made speeches from the bench
before sentencing an individual, stating that they did not want to impose a particular sentence but were required to do
so by the guidelines. 51
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The federal war on drugs inspired most states to follow suit. Many states passed harsh mandatory minimum sentencing
laws--some harsher than the federal laws. 52 Twenty-two states also established sentencing commissions and sentencing
guidelines. 53 As a result, the federal and state prison populations exploded. 54
*1069 In 1994, President Clinton signed the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act. 55 This law authorized
billions of dollars for states to build more prisons contingent upon the states passing so-called “Truth-in-Sentencing”
laws, which reduced prisoners' eligibility for parole. 56 The law also expanded the federal death penalty and created
mandatory life sentences for individuals convicted of a third violent felony. 57
In 2005, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the federal sentencing guidelines were no longer mandatory, 58 and in recent
years, there have been efforts to reform the federal and state laws. On the federal level, the effort was led by the Sentencing
Commission itself, which issued a series of reports urging crack cocaine sentencing policy reform. The commission
was successful in achieving a reduction in the guidelines range for crack offenses in 2007, but the harsh mandatory
minimum sentences imposed by Congress remained. 59 Finally, in 2010, the Fair Sentencing Act was passed, reducing
the one hundred to one disparity for crack offense to eighteen to one. 60 Subsequent amendments made the law partially
retroactive, permitting some defendants to file motions requesting a reduction. 61
Most recently, a bipartisan group of senators introduced legislation to further reverse the harsh sentencing laws passed
during the 1980s. The Sentencing Reform and Corrections Act would grant broad authority to federal judges to exempt
a substantial number of nonviolent drug offenders from mandatory minimum prison terms. 62 Other parts of the
Act would allow it to apply retroactively for many more prisoners. 63 The Sentencing Commission announced that,
ultimately, up to 46,000 of the nation's 100,000 drug offenders in federal prison may qualify for *1070 early release. 64
Many of the states have been even more proactive than the federal government in reforming sentencing laws. Between
2009 and 2013, forty states took some action to reduce the penalties for drug offenses. 65
These efforts are promising, but there are still 2.2 million people in the nation's prisons and jails. Despite the Supreme
Court's holding in United States v. Booker, 66 most federal judges continue to apply the federal sentencing guidelines. 67
Thousands of prisoners sentenced under the harsh federal and state sentencing laws enacted in the 1980s remain in
prison-- some serving life sentences for nonviolent drug offenses. 68 Even if the latest proposed federal legislation is
passed, it will not affect the sentences of these prisoners.
One of the most significant consequences of sentencing guidelines and mandatory minimum sentences was the transfer
of discretion and power from judges to prosecutors. Prosecutors already exercised great discretion and power in the
criminal justice system, but these sentencing policies increased that power and discretion significantly, leaving no doubt
that prosecutors had become the most powerful officials in the criminal justice system. The recent efforts to reduce the
prison population do not address the enhanced power of prosecutors. However, the mass incarceration crisis cannot be
resolved without a change in prosecutorial practices.
III. THE PROSECUTOR'S ROLE IN THE MASS INCARCERATION CRISIS
A. Charging and Plea Bargaining
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Prosecutors have played a significant role in the crisis of mass incarceration. The tough laws that established lengthy
and mandatory minimum prison terms gave prosecutors the tools to fill the nation's prisons and jails. None of these
laws required prosecutors to charge *1071 every individual at the highest possible level or even to charge at all, but
far too many of them did. 69
A prosecutor decides whether to charge an individual with a crime and what the charge or charges should be. A police
officer may arrest an individual if she has probable cause to believe the individual committed a crime, but she may only
recommend that the prosecutor bring charges. The final charging decision belongs solely to the prosecutor. 70
The prosecutor may charge an individual if she has probable cause to believe that the individual has committed a crime. 71
She may charge the defendant with the crime or crimes recommended by the police or with more or less serious crimes. 72
Or, the prosecutor may forego charges altogether, even if there is probable cause (or even proof beyond a reasonable
doubt). 73 The decision to charge or decline charges is totally within the discretion of the prosecutor. 74
The plea bargaining process is also totally controlled by the prosecutor. 75 As with charges, a prosecutor may offer a
plea bargain to a defendant but is not required to do so. 76 A judge may not compel a prosecutor to offer a plea--the
decision is made solely by the prosecutor. 77 Since ninety-five percent of all criminal cases are resolved with a guilty
plea, 78 the prosecutor's control over charging and plea bargaining decisions gives her the power to control the entire
criminal justice system.
When Congress passed the federal sentencing guidelines and mandatory minimum sentencing laws, it increased the power
of prosecutors even more. Congress' concern about the discretion that produced disparities in sentences did not result in
the elimination of discretion. Instead, discretion was transferred from judges to prosecutors--from judges who imposed
sentences in open, public courtrooms to prosecutors who made charging and plea bargaining decisions behind closed
doors. The vast discretion that prosecutors *1072 previously exercised was enhanced and centralized by guidelines and
mandatory minimum sentencing laws.
In the federal system, the charging and plea bargaining decisions are particularly significant. Federal sentencing laws
require very lengthy prison terms, and before the Booker decision, the guidelines were mandatory. 79 Many crimes carry
lengthy mandatory minimum terms in addition to sentences required by the guidelines. 80 A judge was required to
impose mandatory minimum terms and could only sentence outside the guidelines if the prosecutor filed a “substantial
assistance” motion under section 5K1.1. 81 That section of the guidelines permitted a judge to depart from the guidelines
if the prosecutor stated that the defendant had provided “substantial assistance” to the government in the investigation
of the criminal behavior of someone else. 82
Since prosecutors only need meet the low standard of probable cause to bring charges, it is relatively easy for them to “pile
on” charges that they may not be able to prove beyond a reasonable doubt at trial. A defendant facing multiple charges
with mandatory minimum and lengthy prison terms would, not surprisingly, feel compelled to accept the prosecutor's
offer to plead guilty to one or more of the charges in exchange for the prosecutor's offer to dismiss the remaining charges.
The deal might include an agreement to testify against another defendant to reduce the sentence even more. Defendants
who chose to exercise their constitutional right to a jury trial often suffered extremely harsh consequences.
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Clarence Aaron was one such defendant. Aaron grew up in a housing project in Mobile, Alabama. 83 Despite growing
up in a high crime neighborhood, Aaron managed to avoid the pitfalls and remained crime-free, ultimately enrolling in
Southern University. 84 While in college, he made a bad decision. He introduced an old high school friend to a college
classmate whose brother was a drug dealer. 85 Aaron was present during a drug transaction and received $1500 for his
role in the *1073 deal. 86 He was charged with conspiracy to possess a controlled substance with intent to distribute,
possession of a controlled substance with the intent to distribute, and attempt to possess a controlled substance with
intent to distribute. 87
Clarence Aaron went to trial and was convicted of all charges. Aaron, a first-time, nonviolent offender, was sentenced
to three life sentences without the possibility of parole--just for introducing someone to a drug dealer. 88 Others who
played a much more significant role in the drug transaction agreed to plead guilty and testify against Aaron. 89 They
all received much more lenient sentences. One co-conspirator who testified that he was a major drug dealer and had
made over a million dollars was sentenced to fourteen years but only served seven years and ten months. 90 The high
school friend was sentenced to ten years but only served four. 91 The drug kingpin who played the most significant role
was sentenced to life, but his sentence was reduced to twenty-four years, and he was expected to be released in 2014. 92
Aaron's role in the drug transaction was the least significant, but he was sentenced to the most time--more time than
most violent repeat offenders. 93 President Obama finally commuted his sentence, but not before he had served twenty
years in federal prison. 94
Defendants who accept the prosecutor's plea offers are also often subject to long, unfair sentences. Such was the plight
of Kemba Smith. Like Clarence Aaron, Kemba Smith was a college student. 95 She grew up in a middle class home in
Richmond, Virginia, before attending Hampton University. 96 Smith met Peter Hall during her sophomore year. Hall
was a major drug dealer and eight years older than Smith. 97 Hall brutally beat Smith throughout the relationship, and
she tried to leave *1074 him on several occasions. 98 He insisted that she help him, and she was too afraid to say no. 99
Hall was a dangerous drug dealer who had killed a man he suspected of cooperating with federal investigators. 100 Hall
told Smith about the murder and even suggested that he suspected Smith's father might be cooperating with federal
agents. 101 Smith was terrified and did whatever Hall told her to do. 102 She ultimately was indicted along with Hall
and other alleged co-conspirators. 103
While some of her co-defendants cut deals with the prosecutors, Smith remained loyal to Hall. 104 By the time she finally
decided to cooperate, Hall had been murdered, and the prosecutors were no longer interested in making a deal. 105 On
advice of counsel, Smith pled guilty to conspiracy to possess with intent to distribute cocaine, conspiracy to engage in
money laundering, and making false statements to a federal agent. 106 Her lawyer told her that the government would
ask for a reduced sentence, and she expected a sentence of about five years. 107 Instead, she was sentenced to 24.5 years
in prison. 108 She was seven months pregnant at the time. 109 Fortunately for Smith, President Clinton commuted her
sentence after she served 6.5 years. 110
Similar to Clarence Aaron, Kemba Smith was a nonviolent, first-time offender whose role in the drug conspiracy
was minor. 111 The prosecutors conceded that she never handled or sold drugs. 112 However, Smith did carry large
sums of money for Hall, and she was in a van with him that carried large amounts of cocaine. 113 She also lied to a
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federal agent. 114 For these actions, she was sentenced to 24.5 years in prison. As in Aaron's case, Smith's alleged coconspirators were offered much *1075 better deals. Some escaped prosecution altogether because they cooperated with
the prosecutors, providing information against other defendants. 115 The woman who helped Hall commit the murder
was not charged at all and was put in the witness protection program. 116
The stories of Clarence Aaron and Kemba Smith are unusual only because they were both fortunate to have their
sentences commuted. The sentences they received are not unusual. There are thousands of federal prisoners still serving
lengthy sentences for nonviolent drug offenses 117 --many are first offenders. 118 Commutations are rare, and recent
efforts to expedite the pardon process have been unsuccessful. 119 As of December 2015, President Obama had only
commuted 184 sentences. 120
The prosecutors in Aaron's and Smith's cases did not have to charge them with offenses that require such lengthy prison
terms. They chose to do so, and it is difficult to ascertain why. Neither of them was a major drug dealer or even sold
drugs at all. Yet, they were charged with offenses that required more prison time than many violent offenses--in the case
of Aaron, life in prison without the possibility of parole. 121 The prosecutors in each case chose to offer deals to other
defendants who committed much more serious offenses--deals that permitted many of them to serve relatively short
periods of time in prison. In Smith's case, some served no time at all. It is difficult to understand how these decisions
comport with fairness and justice.
Legislators pass laws, and prosecutors enforce them. However, they have a responsibility to enforce the laws fairly.
Certainly, prosecutors should not blindly prosecute every case to the fullest extent of the law. When legislatures pass
laws, they expect prosecutors to use their *1076 discretion in deciding when, whom, and how to charge. 122 Prosecutors
have vast discretion when making these decisions, and they should exercise that discretion in ways that produce fair and
just results. 123 As one former prosecutor described his charging and plea bargaining responsibilities, “‘doing justice’
meant seeking to achieve a ‘just,’ and not necessarily the most harsh, result.” 124 That same former prosecutor stated:
[A] prosecutor may be said to have ‘done justice’ by not bringing criminal charges that were legally
supported by the evidence but which would have resulted in disproportionately harsh punishment given
such considerations as the insignificance of the wrongdoing, the defendant's prior exemplary conduct, or
the defendant's frail physical condition. 125

B. The Decision to Pursue Felony Charges
A confluence of factors contributed to the exponential growth in the prison population during the past few decades. 126
The passage of lengthy and mandatory minimum sentencing laws, the war on drugs, and prosecutors' charging and plea
bargaining decisions all played a role. However, the extent to which each of these factors contributed to prison growth
had been unclear until empirical research by Professor John Pfaff shed significant light.
Pfaff's research demonstrates that prosecutors' charging decisions were the single most significant factor that caused the
increase in prison admissions between 1994 and 2008. 127 Pfaff's examination of data from the National Center for State
Courts and the Bureau of Justice Statistics' State Court Processing Statistics project determined that the increase in the
prison population between 1994 and 2008 was caused primarily by prosecutors' decisions to bring substantially more
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felony charges in *1077 criminal cases. 128 Pfaff demonstrates that during this period, felony arrests declined by 10.1%,
but case filings rose by 37.4% and prison admissions rose by 40%. 129
Pfaff notes the need for further research to determine why felony filings increased during this period of time. He
acknowledges thatsuch research will be difficult because of the lack of transparencyin prosecutor offices, referring to
them as “empirical black boxes.” 130 Pfaff posits that one possible reason might be the fact that more defendants had
longer criminal records during this period of time dueto the increase in arrests and convictions between the 1960s andearly
1990s. 131 He suggests that prosecutors might be more inclined to bring felony charges against defendants with a lengthier
criminal record. 132 This theory may only be confirmed with further research. Regardless of the reasons, the evidence of
the dominant role that prosecutors have played in the mass incarceration crisis is significant and supports the suggestion
that prosecutors must lead the charge in addressing the problem.
IV. THE PROSECUTOR'S ETHICAL DUTY TO PURSUE JUSTICE
All lawyers are required to follow established ethical rules in the practice of law. All states except California have
adopted some version of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Responsibility. 133 Lawyers who violate any rules may be
prosecuted by their state's bar counsel and face discipline or even disbarment.
Rule 3.8, entitled “Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor,” addresses the ethical duties of prosecutors. 134 The first
sentence of the Comment to Rule 3.8 states, “A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply
that of an advocate.” 135 The Comment imparts the same sentiment as the Supreme Court's pronouncement in Berger
v. United States:
*1078 The United States Attorney is the representative not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of
a sovereignty whose obligation to govern impartially is as compelling as its obligation to govern at all; and
whose interest, therefore, in a criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be
done. 136

In addition to the Model Rules of Professional Responsibility, the ABA has established criminal justice standards that
serve as guidelines for prosecutors, defense attorneys, and policymakers. There are separate standards for defense
attorneys and prosecutors. The standards are aspirational, and lawyers are not disciplined or sanctioned in any way if
they do not follow them. The standards are consistent with the Model Rules of Professional Responsibility but provide
guidance on a much wider range of issues.
The same responsibility provided by the Comment to Rule 3.8 is established under Standard 3-1.2(b) of the ABA
Standards for Criminal Justice: Prosecution and Defense Function--the duty of prosecutors to do justice--which states that
“[t]he primary duty of the prosecutor is to seek justice within the bounds of the law, not merely to convict.” 137 Standard
3-1.2(b) continues, “[t]he prosecutor serves the public interest and should act with integrity and balanced judgment to
increase public safety both by pursuing appropriate criminal charges of appropriate severity, and by exercising discretion
to not pursue criminal charges in appropriate circumstances.” 138 Standard 3-1.2(f) states as follows:
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The prosecutor is not merely a case-processor but also a problem-solver responsible for considering broad
goals of the criminal justice system. The prosecutor should seek to reform and improve the administration
of criminal justice, and when inadequacies or injustices in the substantive or procedural law come to the
prosecutor's attention, the prosecutor should stimulate and support efforts for remedial action. 139

The Comment to Rule 3.8 and Standard 3-1.2 together charge prosecutors with serving as both ministers and
administrators of justice. In his article, (Ad)ministering Justice: A Prosecutor's Ethical Duty to Support Sentencing
Reform, Professor R. Michael Cassidy discusses the difference between the two. He notes that the use of the word
“administrator” in the Prosecution Function Standards “is meaningful *1079 and highlights the difference between
pursuing justice in individual cases as a litigator and pursuing the public interest by promoting a just system as a
government official.” 140
Numerous scholars have written about the prosecutor's role as a minister of justice in a variety of contexts. 141 The
consistent theme is that the prosecutor has a much broader duty than her role in the adversarial system where she
represents the government in criminal cases, and that duty is to assure that justice is done-- both in individual cases
and in the criminal justice system as a whole. The Comment to Rule 3.8, the Prosecution Function Standards, and the
Supreme Court make it clear that prosecutors should not just seek convictions but should pursue the broader goal of
justice. Sometimes it is just to seek a conviction, but sometimes it is not. The language in Standard 3.1-2(b) indicating
that prosecutors should exercise their discretion and not pursue criminal charges in appropriate cases is instructive, as
is the language in Standard 3.1-2(f) urging prosecutors to consider the broader goals of the criminal justice system, seek
reform, and improve the administration of justice.
V. ENDING MASS INCARCERATION: TWO PROPOSALS
Cassidy, a former prosecutor, argues in (Ad)ministering Justice: A Prosecutor's Ethical Duty to Support Sentencing
Reform that prosecutors have an ethical duty to reform the criminal justice system as both ministers and administers
of justice. 142 He proposes that prosecutors “oppose mandatory sentences for all but the most serious, violent, *1080
offenses.” 143 Cassidy also argues that prosecutors should implement internal policies and guidelines in their offices
to assure the fair and even-handed exercise of discretion in the plea-bargaining process and more thoughtful charging
decisions. 144
Cassidy argues that mandatory minimum sentences for nonviolent offenses should be repealed because they are costly,
compel guilty pleas, encourage recidivism, and are implemented in a racially discriminatory way. 145 His arguments are
persuasive, and his suggestion that prosecutors join the advocacy movement in their role as administers of justice is an
important one. Prosecutors are uniquely situated to persuade legislators of the ineffectiveness and unfairness of these
laws.
Cassidy's second proposal is not as persuasive. He acknowledges that the fight to end mandatory minimum sentences
will be difficult and argues that in the meantime, prosecutors should implement and publish guidelines that would
govern when line prosecutors might dismiss or reduce charges that carry mandatory minimums. 146 Prosecutors would
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be required to submit requests to reduce or dismiss these charges to a review committee. 147 The goal of this internal
regulation would be to assure the fair and equitable exercise of discretion. 148
Cassidy's guidelines proposal, if implemented consistently, might result in a more equitable process, but it is difficult to
see how it would reduce mandatory minimum sentences. He argues that requiring prosecutors to go through a committee
and get permission to reduce or dismiss mandatory charges would encourage them to be more thoughtful at the charging
stage of the process. 149 In other words, if prosecutors knew that they would be required to go through this process
to reduce or dismiss these charges, they would be more restrained in bringing them in the first place. This argument is
speculative at best, and the proposal is quite a circuitous route to more reasonable charging decisions. In light of Pfaff's
research revealing the impact of prosecutors' felony charging decisions on the prison population, 150 more direct and
impactful action by prosecutors is necessary.
*1081 A prosecutor has an ethical duty to seek justice and improve and reform the administration of the criminal justice
system. That duty could be fulfilled by working to reduce mass incarceration through the expanded use of diversion and
clemency programs. These two proposals could bring about a direct and substantial reduction in the prison population
without posting a threat to public safety.
A. Expanded Use of Diversion
State prosecutors should expand existing diversion programs to include all misdemeanors and all nonviolent
felonies. 151 Currently, most prosecutor offices have diversion programs for first-time offenders charged with minor
misdemeanors. 152 These diversion programs offer defendants the opportunity to have their charges dismissed if they
meet certain conditions within a certain time period. 153 For example, they might be required to complete a drug or
alcohol program, do community service, pay restitution, or enroll in an education or employment program. 154 Upon
successful completion of the program or other conditions, the prosecutor dismisses the charges. 155 These diversion
programs are very beneficial in that the defendant avoids a criminal conviction and all its collateral consequences. Most
prosecutor offices, however, only offer diversion for very minor offenses (possession of marijuana, petty theft, littering,
etc.). 156 These programs have been in existence for decades. 157 Their continued use serves an important purpose but
they do not address the crisis of mass incarceration.
Since about half of all prisoners are serving time for nonviolent offenses, expanding diversion programs to include
this category of offenses would significantly reduce the number of people going to prison. 158 The devastating effects
and financial and human costs of mass *1082 incarceration demand a comprehensive, impactful solution. Prosecutors
should implement policies that result in a term of imprisonment for those who threaten the safety of others, while seeking
alternatives to incarceration for others who break the law.
Every defendant charged with a misdemeanor or nonviolent felony would not receive diversion. Prosecutors would set
eligibility criteria and conditions that would have to be fulfilled before the case is dismissed. For example, it would be
reasonable to exclude defendants with a violent criminal record or extensive criminal history. However, restricting the
programs to first offenders only may not be reasonable, especially when one considers the effects of previous arrest and
charging policies, racial profiling, and other practices. Once criteria are set, participants would be required to fulfill
conditions based on individualized assessments. For example, defendants with substance abuse problems would be
required to complete rehabilitative programs. Those with education or mental health needs would complete appropriate
programs. Defendants charged with theft or other property crimes might be required to make restitution to their victims
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or do some form of community service. Defendants who fail to meet the required conditions would be discharged from
the program and prosecuted in accordance with normal office policies.
Some prosecutor offices offer diversion to individuals charged with felonies, but the requirements are usually very
restrictive. 159 One prosecutor, who has successfully used diversion in a wide range of felony cases, is John Chisholm,
the District Attorney for Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. 160 Chisholm implemented an early intervention program that
results in either dismissal or reduction of charges for those who successfully comply with prescribed conditions. 161
Chisholm does not offer the program to defendants charged with very violent offenses, *1083 but it is not restricted
to misdemeanor offenders. 162 Eligibility is determined by a detailed assessment of each defendant that includes an
examination of his criminal record, background, lifestyle, and other relevant factors. 163 Individuals admitted to
the program are closely supervised and required to participate in programs that address their individual needs. 164
Chisholm's efforts have resulted in a significant reduction in misdemeanor prosecutions. 165
B. Support for Clemency Programs
The President of the United States and the governors of each state have the power to grant clemency to prisoners. 166
There are different forms of clemency. A pardon involves restoration of an offender's civil rights, such as the right to
vote. 167 A commutation of a sentence involves reducing the term of a sentence--to either time served or some reduced
amount of time. 168 A commutation does not remove a conviction from a person's record. 169
Expanded use of diversion is a forward looking policy with the potential to reduce the number of individuals going to
prison, but diversion cannot provide relief for the thousands of prisoners currently serving excessive prison sentences.
Any effort to achieve a meaningful reduction of the current prison population should involve clemency in appropriate
cases. President Obama has used his clemency power to release a small number of nonviolent offenders who had already
served many years of their excessive sentences, but the criteria for clemency established by the Justice Department
excludes a significant number of federal prisoners who may deserve clemency. 170 For example, priority consideration is
given only to prisoners who have been convicted of *1084 low-level, nonviolent offenses and who have already served
at least ten years in prison. 171
Many prisoners serving excessive sentences are nonviolent offenders, but over half of current state prisoners are serving
time for violent offenses, 172 and some do not pose a danger to society. For example, there are some offenses that are
technically categorized as violent offenses that do not involve violent behavior. Unarmed burglary is classified as a violent
crime in some jurisdictions even though the crime does not involve physical harm or danger to another person. 173 In
addition, there may be prisoners who were convicted of violent offenses but did not engage in violent behavior, such as
an accomplice to a robbery who acted as a lookout. Finally, even individuals who were directly involved in a violent
crime may no longer pose a threat because they are elderly or ill or because they have served a substantial period of
time in prison with an exceptional record demonstrating that they are rehabilitated. Clemency should not be limited to
individuals convicted of low-level, nonviolent offenses.
Prosecutors should establish clemency units in their offices to support clemency for prisoners convicted of nonviolent
offenses and for prisoners convicted of violent offenses who have demonstrated they do not pose a danger to society.
Prosecutors should become advocates for an expanded use of the clemency power, including direct advocacy with
governors. They should support reasonable criteria for commutations and pardons, and the process should involve
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individual assessments of prisoners rather than automatically excluding large categories of prisoners based solely on the
offense. Factors to consider should include the nature of the offense, the extent of the prisoner's involvement in the crime,
his criminal record, his behavior in prison, and other relevant factors.
*1085 VI. CONCLUSION
As ministers of justice, prosecutors have an ethical duty to take action to correct injustices in the criminal justice
system. 174 There is no greater injustice than the excessive and unwarranted incarceration of millions of individuals
that has produced the crisis of mass incarceration in the United States. Prosecutors have the power and discretion to
implement practices and policies that can reduce the prison population in significant ways, namely by expanding the use
of diversion and supporting a more expansive use of the clemency power. Prosecutors have played a significant role in
creating the crisis of mass incarceration, and they have an ethical duty to do whatever they can to fix it.
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